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Abstract
Particle contamination due to plasma processing motivates the design of a method of electrically
lifting particles in a time interval after a plasma’s power is turned off. Small solid dust particles
have electric charges that are not frozen until a late stage of the plasma afterglow. Beyond that
time, before they fall to a surface below and cause defects, particles can be lifted in a controlled
manner by applying an appropriate direct-current (DC) electric field, as we demonstrate
experimentally. A few milliseconds after an argon plasma’s capacitively coupled
radio-frequency power is switched off, a vertical DC electric field is applied. Thereafter, video
imaging shows that the falling of the particles is slowed or stopped altogether, depending on the
magnitude of the upward electric force.

Keywords: dusty plasma, afterglow plasma, particle contamination control

1. Introduction

Small solid particles can cause defects in semiconductor
wafers, reticles, and other substrates. These particles can
develop not only during handling at one atmosphere, but also
under vacuum conditions during plasma processing, either
by condensing in the gas phase or by flaking of films from
surfaces [1].

It has been known at least since 1989 that micron-size and
smaller particles can be electrically levitated in a processing
plasma [2]. A particle gains an electric charge Q by collect-
ing unequal positive and negative charges from the plasma,
and due to this charge the particle can be levitated by an elec-
tric field in the plasma [3–36], for example the direct-current
(DC) (i.e. steady-state) electric field that occurs naturally in
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an electrode sheath above a horizontal lower electrode. When
the power that sustains the plasma is turned off, the levitation
ceases and particles can fall onto critical surfaces, like wafers
and masks, and contaminate them [1, 2, 37].

The crucial time interval, when particles can fall onto a sur-
face, coincides with the plasma afterglow [9, 12–14, 38–72].
Controlling the conditions during this afterglow will be the
focus of this paper. We can distinguish two stages of the
afterglow, in terms of what happens to the particles. In an
early stage of the afterglow, generally in the first few milli-
seconds, enough electrons and ions from the plasma remain
in the chamber that they can alter a particle’s charge, com-
pared to what it had when the plasma was powered. While the
particles were generally negatively charged while the plasma
was powered [9–24, 26–35, 73], in the afterglow the particles
can become either positively or negatively charged [9, 12–
14, 45–71], depending on the afterglow conditions and par-
ticularly depending on the presence of DC electric field [74].
Following this early stage of the afterglow when the charge
can be altered, most electrons and ions will escape the plasma
chamber, leaving too few of them to cause further changes
in the particle’s charge. At that point, the particle’s charge is
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said to be frozen [74–77], which marks the beginning of the
late stage of the afterglow. The duration of the early stage of
afterglow charging can be a millisecond or longer, while the
late stage lasts until the particle falls to a surface, which can
last tens of milliseconds [74, 77]. When the particles do land
on the substrate surface, they contaminate it, which can lead
to a defect.

Mitigating this contamination can be accomplished by sev-
eral methods. We have found that the most abundant source
of literature for these mitigation methods are patents [78–85],
while journal articles mention fewer methods. One of the earli-
est mentioned mitigation methods involves increasing the gas
flow, at the end of a plasma process, so that a gas-drag force
purges particles by sweeping them toward a vacuum pump
port, thereby removing them from the vicinity of the substrate
[1, 2, 78].

In this paper we further develop a contamination mitigation
strategy that we suggested recently [76], which we summarize
briefly. The mitigation strategy has two steps: charging control
and lifting control, which bothmake use of recent fundamental
physics discoveries about the plasma afterglow.Charging con-
trolwould be performed during the early stage of the afterglow
while electrons and ions remain in the chamber in sufficient
number to change the particle’s charge. This change of the
charge, during the early stage of the afterglow, was observed
in an experiment of Chaubey et al [74], who found that a DC
electric field plays a key role in determining the value of the
frozen charge. Lifting control, on the other hand, would gen-
erally be performed in the late stage of the afterglow, taking
advantage of the frozen charge on a particle.

Here, we will focus on the lifting control. Like charging
control, lifting control will depend on factors that include an
applied DC electric field. We suggested the possibility of this
lifting control in [76], but without data to support that sug-
gestion. Here we provide that supporting data, from a more
recent experiment, confirming that particles can be lifted suf-
ficiently to prevent them from falling, by adjusting the electric
field during the late stage of the afterglow.

2. Experiment

An experiment was performed using a capacitively coupled
radio frequency plasma. High speed imaging was used to
measure the height of a particle layer versus time, so that
we could identify conditions that slowed or even prevented
particles from falling to the surface below.

Many of the experimental conditions were the same as in
[76], where our purpose was to study the horizontal expan-
sion of the dust cloud. The conditions that were the same for
the present experiment include 8mTorr Argon gas, which was
partially ionized during plasma operation by applying 13MHz
radio-frequency (RF) power with an amplitude of 305V peak-
to-peak. Less than 2W of power was deposited in the plasma.
There was negligible heating of surfaces, as indicated by a
surface temperature that was measured to remain unchanged
within 0.1 ◦C when turning the plasma on.

We used the same two electrodes to power the plasma,
and then later to control the lifting in the afterglow. One
electrode was the chamber wall, which was always grounded.
The other was a horizontal lower electrode, which was capa-
citively coupled to the RF power during the plasma operation.
The lower electrode was also connected to a switched DC
power supply, for lifting control during the late stage of the
afterglow. While the plasma was powered, the lower electrode
naturally developed a negativeDC self-bias voltage of−150V.
This DC bias remained after switching off the RF power, due
to the 50 nF coupling capacitor.

The particles used were 8.69µm diameter microspheres.
They were made of melamine formaldehyde, which avoids
coagulation when handling the powder in a dry form. The
particle mass wasm= 5.2×10−13 kg, based onmanufacturer’s
data [93]. We note that the particle diameter reported by the
manufacturer can have systematic errors, reported by other
users who used electron microscopes to measure the sizes of
particles from different batches but the same manufacturer as
ours. These systematic errors in the size of particles, taken
directly from the bottles, can be [86, 87] of order 5%. After
exposure to argon plasma, even without added oxygen, there
can be a further reduction in diameter due to etching [86, 88],
although this is probably less than a 1% change for our brief
plasma exposure of a few minutes.

About a thousand particles were dropped from the top of the
chamber, by agitating a dispenser. As they fell, the particles
gained a negative charge, as is typical in a low-temperature
plasma [74]. The particles immediately settled in a single hori-
zontal layer in the electrode sheath, due to a balance of grav-
ity and an upward electric force. This electrical levitation of
particles persisted as long as the RF power was on.

At t = 0, we switched off the RF power, to begin the after-
glow conditions. Simultaneously, a side-view video camera
was triggered to begin recording at 1000 frames per second.
This 12-bit Phantom v5.2 camera was fitted with a 52mm-
focal-length Nikon macro lens to view a cross-section of
the particle layer, which was illuminated by a vertical sheet
of laser light from a 671 nm diode laser. Each particle that
we measured appeared as ten or more contiguous pixels in
an image from an individual frames of the video. We ana-
lyzed those images using ImageJ [90], which calculated the
particle coordinates with sub-pixel accuracy using the meas-
ured intensity of each contiguous pixel in the image of a
particle.

Initially, the lower electrode retained its −150V negat-
ive DC bias due to the coupling capacitor Ccoupl. This bias,
which we allowed to persist for 2ms, led to a DC electric
field that drove an ion flow that charged the particles posit-
ively, during the early stage of the afterglow [74]. The early
stage, as we define it here, ends at the freezing time, which is
approximately t=1.5ms under these experimental conditions,
based on measurements to determine when the residual charge
no longer responded to a time-delayed change in afterglow-
plasma conditions [77].

Differently from the experiment in [74], here we reversed
the electric field at t = 2ms by switching the bias on the lower
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Figure 1. Side-view sketch of the setup. The transistor switch was
used here for lifting control during the late stage of the afterglow by
applying a DC bias to the lower electrode after a delay of 2ms,
which was long enough that the particle charge was frozen, and
ions had largely departed the chamber [74]. For our earlier
charging-control experiment [77], we used the same setup but
with a delay time <2ms in order to adjust the electric-field
conditions during the early stage of the afterglow, when ions were
still present in sufficient number to alter the particle charge.
Reproduced from [77]. © The Author(s). Published by IOP
Publishing Ltd. CC BY 4.0.

electrode, using a field-effect transistor shown schematically
in figure 1. Since the dust particle charge was already frozen,
the electric field that we applied for t > 2ms was intended to
provide lifting control rather than charging control. During this
late stage of the afterglow, any remaining electrons and ions
are assumed to be so rarefied that the electric field is essentially
a vacuum field, which can be calculated by solving Laplace’s
equation as in [74].

We repeated the experiment for several runs, each with a
different value of the electric field. For this paper, we report
three runs that are particularly instructive. A control run was
performedwith zero electric field, which was accomplished by
grounding the lower electrode at t = 2ms. Thus, in that con-
trol run, particles were influenced by only two forces, grav-
ity and gas drag. In the other two runs, we applied upward
DC electric fields of 23.4 and 27.6 V cm−1 for lifting control.
These upward fields were produced by applyingDC potentials
of +170V and +200V, respectively, starting at t = 2ms.

A time sequence for the voltage on the lower electrode is
sketched in figure 2. For t < 0, the 13 MHz RF power was on,
with a peak-to-peak amplitude of 305 V. A self-bias voltage of
−150 V developed on the lower electrode. At t = 0, the RF
power was turned off.

For 0< t< 2, even though the RF power was turned off, the
lower electrode retained its−150VDC negative potential, due
to the presence of coupling capacitor Ccoupl. It was during this
time that the particle’s charge became frozen. For t> 2 ms, a
positive voltage Vbias was applied to the lower electrode using
the transistor switch circuit, which overwhelmed the coupling

Figure 2. Sketch of the voltage waveform on the lower electrode.
An RF voltage of 305 VPP was applied to the lower electrode, which
developed a self-bias voltage of −150V. At t = 0, the RF power
was turned off, and thereafter the lower electrode maintained its DC
self-bias voltage due to the presence of the coupling capacitor
Ccoupl. The transistor switch was activated after a delay of t = 2ms
to apply a non-negative Vbias, which was 0V, +170V, or +200V,
for three experimental runs.

capacitor that had been determining the DC bias until then.
The value of Vbias was zero for the control run, and +170 and
+200V for the other runs reported here. The corresponding
electric fields were 0, 23.4 and 27.6V cm−1.

3. Experimental results

In figure 3 we present results for particle height versus time for
three runs. These include a control run with E = 0, and runs
with an upward electric field E = 23.4 and 27.6V cm−1.

The run at E = 27.6V cm−1 provided our most signi-
ficant result: at that electric field, the upward lifting force
was sufficient to prevent particles from falling to the lower
electrode. Initially they fell downward during the first 2 ms,
gaining a small downward initial velocity that was due to a
combination of gravity and electric forces, which were both
downward during this early period. Later, when the elec-
tric field was reversed at t = 2ms, the downward fall of
particles was arrested as they experienced a small upward net
force.

We can estimate the net upward force in that run at E =
27.6V cm−1 by fitting the time series for height in figure 3.
This fitting was done in the time interval 30⩽ t ⩽ 70ms,
when the velocity was low enough to neglect gas friction,
so that we could simply fit to a parabola. This fit yielded an
acceleration of 1.114m s−2, corresponding to a net upward
force of 5.79×10−13 N. This net force was Flift–mg, where g=
9.804m s−2 is the acceleration of gravity at the location of our
lab [89]. This result allows us to calculate the upward lifting
force Flift = QE = 5.67×10−12 N. We calculated the particle
charge as Q = +13 000 e, during the late stage of the after-
glow. This was done using equation (11) of [74],with inputs
of acceleration, particle mass, and the electric field from solv-
ing Laplace’s equation. The latter [74] assumes that electron
and ion densities are negligible during the measurement inter-
val, which we confirmed by measuring the voltage waveform
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Figure 3. Dust particle height after turning the plasma off. The time
series includes both the early stage of the afterglow when the
particle charge was developing, and the late stage beginning when
the particle charge was frozen, which was estimated in [77] to be
1.5ms. Beginning after the delay t = 2ms, the lifting force was
applied, and it was sufficient in the run at E = 27.6 V cm−1 to
prevent the particles from falling to the lower electrode. In the run at
a slightly weaker E = 23.4V cm−1, the particles fell, but much
more slowly than in the control run with no electric field. The
charge Q was the same in all runs, as it was determined during the
early stage of the afterglow. Using the heights of about 40 particles,
we calculated the each data point as the mean of those heights. Also
shown are bars which indicate the standard deviation of the mean.
(These bars are not intended to be error bars, i.e. they are not the
standard deviation of the mean, which would be about six-fold
smaller.) For the control run, the rms dispersion was smaller than
the symbol size.

on the lower electrode (and thereby the current-collection
waveform on the coupling capacitor) as in [74]. We note that
the mass of these melamine-formaldehyde particles has been
reported to diminish by up to 10% due to vacuum exposure
[91, 92], if such a mass loss occurred in our experiment, our
value for the charge may be an overestimate, by as much as
10%.

The gas friction force played a role in this experiment only
at the highest velocities. For the run with E = 27.6V cm−1,
we calculated that drag became about 20% of the total force

when the particles reached a velocity of about 100mm s−1.
Such velocities were attained in that run for t> 70ms, in the
run at E = 27.6V cm−1.

In the other two runs (E = 0 and E = 23.4V cm−1), the
particles were not forced upward sufficiently to prevent them
from falling to the lower electrode. In the run at the slightly
reduced electric field of E = 23.4V cm−1, the particles were
pushed upward, but with not enough force to overcome gravity,
so that they fell gently. In that run, the particles fell at a low
velocity of about 150mm s−1, with accelerations that did not
exceed 1m s−2.

In the control run with E = 0, the particles fell to the lower
electrode much more rapidly than in the runs when we applied
a lifting force. Even though the particles were charged, they
experienced no electric force in the control run because the
electric field was zero, due to grounding all chamber surfaces.
The downward acceleration was initially 9.6m s−2, which is
only slightly different from that of gravity, presumably due to
gas drag or measurement errors.

4. Conclusion

The plasma afterglow and its conditions are crucial in determ-
ining the outcome of how particles fall, or do not fall, and
thereby contaminate surfaces at the end of a plasma processing
step. Taking advantage of our recent advances in understand-
ing the fundamental physics of particle charging in the after-
glow, we have described a particle-mitigation scheme that
controls two factors during the plasma afterglow: the particle
charge and the particle lifting force. The particle charge is
determined by conditions in the early stage of the afterglow,
when electrons and ions remain in sufficient number to alter
the particle’s charge. The present paper mostly concerns the
particle lifting force, during the late stage of the afterglow.

From the experiment reported here, we conclude that the
falling of the charged particles can be slowed and even stopped
altogether. This outcome, which is desirable for avoiding
particle contamination of lower surfaces, is accomplished by
applying a vertical electric field with a particular timing and
magnitude.

We reported three experimental runs. In the control
run, zero electric field was applied during the late stage
of the afterglow, and the particles fell with an accelera-
tion of nearly 1 g. We also performed two runs with an
upward vertical electric field, which differed by <20% for
the two runs. In the run with the larger electric field, the
particles were actually lifted upward above their initial height.
In the run with a slightly reduced electric field, the lift-
ing force did not quite balance gravity, and the charged
particles drifted slowly downward, reaching velocities of
about 50 mm s−1.

To control the lifting force, for this paper we used a DC
power supply and a transistor switch to apply a desired elec-
tric field, after the particle charge had become frozen. One
could do more, and actually control both the charge and the
lifting force, using two power supplies switched separately at
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different times. One power supply would be for controlling
the lifting force during the late stage of the afterglow, as in the
present experiment. The other power supply would be applied
earlier for charging control, during the early stage of the after-
glow, while electrons and ions are still present in significant
numbers. For charging control, one can either apply a posit-
ive potential to the lower electrode to clear its vicinity of ions
so that particles are charged negatively, or a negative potential
to clear electrons away from the electrode’s vicinity and drive
ions through the particle cloud at a controlled energy, yielding
a controlled positive charge.

We can envision using the controlled lifting method
described here under conditions different from those of the
present experiment. Two parameters would need to be adjus-
ted according to the conditions: the electric field and the tim-
ing delay. We expect at least three factors would require such
adjustments: particle size, gas pressure, and presence of neg-
ative ions. The particle size we used was large, 8.69µm dia-
meter, to allow imaging them individually as they fell. We
expect that a weaker DC electric field could be sufficient to
lift smaller particles, since the charge-to-mass ratio decreases
with particle size. At higher gas pressures than 8 mTorr as
in our experiment, gas drag can slow the transport of elec-
trons and ions in the afterglow; we expect that this slower
transport could delay the freezing of particle charges, and
accordingly require a greater timing delay for applying the
DC electric field for lifting. Similarly, the presence of neg-
ative ions (as is common in reactive plasmas) would alter
the transport of electrons and ions, and possibly the mag-
nitude of the particle charge as well, which would again
require an adjustment of the electric field and its timing
delay.

Data availability statement
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